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Abstract—Science-guided autonomy augments rovers with
reasoning to make observations and take actions related to the
objectives of scientific exploration. When rovers can directly
interpret instrument measurements then scientific goals can
inform and adapt ongoing navigation decisions. These
autonomous explorers will make better scientific observations
and collect massive, accurate datasets. In current astrobiology
studies in the Atacama Desert we are applying algorithms for
science autonomy to choose effective observations and
measurements. Rovers are able to decide when and where to
take follow-up actions that deepen scientific understanding.
These techniques apply to planetary rovers, which we can
illustrate with algorithms now used by Mars rovers and by
discussing future missions.

I. INTRODUCTION
Current terrestrial and planetary rovers utilize
on-board scientific instruments to provide a
breadth of perception far beyond cameras and
lasers typically found in mobile robots.
Reflectance spectroscopy, including multispectral
and hyperspectral imaging, offers a powerful new
capability for robot autonomy. Much of what we
know about the geology of planetary bodies
including the Earth involves interpreting patterns
of reflected sunlight at multiple wavelengths.
Spectroscopy reveals detailed atmospheric
constituents and compositional information: it has
discovered water on the Moon [1], and waterformed outcrops on Mars [2]. Orbital imaging
spectrometers typically have resolutions of many
meters. This means that sub-pixel signals can go
undetected. Increasing resolution requires surface
observation. There is a need for ground exploration
strategies to augment remote observations with
direct spectroscopic measurements.
II. ROBOTIC AUTONOMY
Recent advances in robotic autonomy–
particularly long autonomous traverse–will be
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transformative to these survey and monitoring
applications. Rovers can now travel kilometers per
single uplink/downlink communications cycle. [3]
These robots can survey vast areas. We envision
onboard autonomy for spatio-spectral exploration
in which scientists define high-level measurement
objectives and rovers realize these goals by
navigating the environment and opportunistically
deploying instruments. Autonomous robotic survey
will validate and refine the orbital picture without
tedious monitoring or extensive low-latency
communication.

Figure 1. Typical terrain in the Atacama Desert of Chile presents many
opportunities for scientific measurement and observation directly before the
explorer, visible in the distance, and possible at long range.

In this research we are designing autonomous
systems that perform long-range surveys with the
robot acting as proxy to realize high-level science
objectives. As it explores, the robot must react to
opportunistic discoveries while respecting the
limits on available time and energy. It must
interpret collected data and balance the
information gain of new observations against
energy expenditure and mobility hazards. This
requires reasoning about navigation and science
data collection tradeoffs. Our method is to
augment geometric navigational data with
additional sensing modalities. (Fig. 2)
In each command cycle the human scientist
directs the robot with new goals. These goals
necessarily go beyond simple waypoint following

